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1. Introduction

In this project we investigate a variety of unsupervised methods for word sense
disambiguation. The methods range from a "nearly unsupervised" approach that uses
seed collocations for each word sense to nonparametric Bayesian clustering methods
that can (we hope) automatically infer the proper number of senses for each word.

Word sense disambiguation is essentially a clustering problem. The general approach is
as follows: For each appearance of a given word we extract a context consisting of, say,
the m surrounding words. We then group these context snippets into clusters according
to some similarity measure. Finally we interpret each of the resulting clusters as a
different sense of the word in question. With conventional clustering algorithms, we need
to specify the desired number of clusters as an input parameter or determine it using
some ad-hoc heuristic, e.g. based on the quality of the fit. A better way is to apply
nonparametric clustering, e.g. via a Dirichlet process model, that determines the ideal
number of clusters, and hence the number of senses, from the training data. One of our
goals is to determine whether this approach is practical.

We deliberately avoid using any tagged corpora or dictionaries/thesauri for training our
model, since we want our method to be applicable even if such resources are not
available. This means our method could also be used to detect new meanings of words
that are not yet reflected in any dictionary, or to disambiguate proper names.

Once we have clustered our training examples according to word sense, we can build a
classifier that tags the words in an unseen context. In general, such a classifier is
implicitly provided by the clustering method we use. For example, in Bayesian clustering
we can compute the probability that the new text belongs to a given cluster, and then
assign the cluster with the highest probability. The potential benefits of such a tagger for
e.g. information retrieval tasks should be obvious.

1.1 Data Processing

For all trials, unless we indicate otherwise, we used the 1987 New York Times Annotated
Corpus. We used a script to strip the XML formatting and metadata, and performed
further processing such as tokenization, removal of punctuation, lowercasing, and in
some cases filtering for articles that did not have enough content to be of use to us.

We created a test suite of unigram and bigram pseudowords as the primary method of
determining the effectiveness of the various clustering algorithms in distinguishing
between word senses. We also did some tests on actual ambiguous words such as



"space", "capital", and "plant", but since we were required to hand-label the data in that
case, it was not practical to test too extensively. We will report some of our results on
the first 200 incidences of ambiguous words for the sake of completeness, but our
pseudoword results will be the focus of our performance analysis since they are so much
less time-consuming to produce and not subject to the same level of sampling bias as
the necessarily small samples we hand-labeled.

We chose the bigrams for the pseudoword tests from a set of bigrams that appeared in
the 1987 NYT data between 500 and 1000 times. Their frequencies are thus typically
quite close. Bigrams are a useful test subject for a disambiguation system because
bigrams have just one sense more commonly than single words, so a pseudoword
composed of two bigrams is quite likely to have two distinguishable senses. We tried to
choose a range of bigrams, from possibly confusing ("special prosecutor/admiral
poindexter") to very clear-cut ("olive oil/armed forces"). By contrast, our unigram
pseudowords in some cases appear with very different frequencies. We use the most
frequent sense as our reported baseline. We also chose some single words to combine as
pseudowords, which we thought would be a more interesting challenge for our classifier
as most single words tend to have multiple senses.

2. Clustering Using Seed Collocations

Here we build a semi-supervised disambiguation model that is a variant of Yarowsky's
algorithm.1 This model trains a classifier for each sense on a small number of labeled
examples, and then iteratively improves the classifier by adding the unlabeled examples
that the classifiers are most confident about to the training set. The initial examples are
derived by identifying seed collocations, that is, by looking for examples in which the
word of interest co-occurs with words that are very specific to one of the senses. The
main difference from Yarowsky's approach is that we use a maximum entropy classifier
instead of a decision list.

Here is the algorithm in pseudocode:

1. identify a small number of seed collocations for each word sense
2. for each word sense:

1. find all examples containing the word of interest and at least one seed
collocation for this sense

2. tag these examples as initial training examples

3. in each iteration:
1. train a maximum-entropy classifier based on the current set of training

examples
2. classify all examples containing the word of interest
3. extract the examples for which Pr(class) exceeds a certain threshold, and use

them as training examples for the next iteration

We use a probability threshold Pr(class) >= 80% and keep iterating until the number of
training examples selected does not increase anymore from iteration to iteration. The
maximum entropy classifier uses the following features:

• the word immediately preceding and following the word of interest, and
• all words in a 50-word window surrounding the word of interest.

However, we noticed that the classifier can sometimes be thrown off by stopwords, so



we removed any stopwords from the set of features.2 Visual inspection shows that this
algorithm does quite well disambiguating the two most common senses of the words
"plant" (living vs. industrial), "power" (electric vs. political), and "space" (outer space vs.
volume). In the absence of hand-labeled examples,3 we use the pseudoword technique
for a quantitative evaluation of the algorithm's performance: we choose two words with
a relatively unique meaning, say "computer" and "vegetable", and replace each
occurrence of either of the words with the pseudo-word "computer_vegetable". This is
akin to adding a new word with two senses, corresponding to the two original words, to
the language. Then we measure how often the algorithm is able to identify the original
word.

Here are our results for a variety of pseudoword problems. Accuracy is measured as the
number of correctly classified examples divided by the total number of examples
containing either of the pseudoword components. The baseline is the accuracy that we
would have achieved by simply tagging each occurrence with the more popular of the
two word senses.

Pseudoword Seed collocations Baseline Accuracy

nuclear / food reactor, radiation / restaurant, tasty 57.2% 88.6%

computer / vegetable program, monitor / salad, chopped 88.5% 61.1%

foreign / subsidies language, country / market, industries 93.6% 55.1%

social security / world
series

government, benefits / championship,
baseball 50.2% 98.7%

budget deficit / saudi
arabia fiscal, debt / oil, persian 50.3% 48.1%

federal funds / football
league

banks, securities / championship,
playoffs 50.2% 99.4%

For the most part, this approach seems to perform very well if the two pseudoword
senses occur with comparable frequency. However, if one sense dominates, our
algorithm seems to become confused. The results are quite insensitive to the choice of
seeds, as long as they are relatively common and descriptive of the particular sense of
the world. The only exception we have noticed is if a seed collocation occurs less than,
say, five times in the training corpus, in which case the classification usually goes awry.
In these cases we simply picked a different seed.

It is not clear why our classifier performs so poorly on the "budget deficit / saudi arabia"
pseudoword problem. The highest-weight features for each class seem to be very
descriptive of the word sense in question:

Top features for "saudi arabia" Top features for "budget deficit"

WORD_oil: -4.13
WORD_saudi: -3.06
WORD_saudis: -2.09
WORD_iran: -1.77
WORD_king: -1.72
WORD_gulf: -1.69
WORD_countries: -1.69
WORD_arab: -1.67

WORD_deficit: 2.54
WORD_federal: 2.25
WORD_reduce: 2.21
WORD_budget: 2.16
WORD_trade: 2.05
WORD_year: 1.96
WORD_tax: 1.91
PREV_federal: 1.75

An inspection of the misclassified examples containing "saudi arabia" shows that their
context often contains terms such as "bank" (as in "west bank") or "plan", which can be
thought of being associated more with "budget deficit", and indeed carry a slightly
positive weight towards the latter. It is clear that this problem will become more
pronounced the closer the word senses are semantically related. An example for a



misclassified occurrence of "budget deficit" is a text about economic policy that contains
the phrase "Mr. Mulford is expected to be in Saudi Arabia." Without any other references
to Saudi Arabia, there is no way that our bag-of-words model could have detected the
proper sense here, unless we include some sort of syntactic analysis.

3. Parametric Clustering Using Second-
Order Co-occurrences
Here we remove the need for specifying seed collocations, and instead employ a
standard clustering algorithm (k-means) to group the context snippets into word sense
clusters. However, straightforward clustering is unlikely to be successful because the
context snippets often have little or no overlap, even if they represent the same sense of
the word. Hence we base our similarity metric on second-order co-occurrence as in
Schutze 1998.4 Rather than using the words surrounding instances of the term in
question, we begin by building a co-occurrence matrix of feature vectors for the 20000
most common words in the text, using the 2000 most common words as dimensions.
Then for each instance of the term to be disambiguated in the text, we compute a
weighted sum of the feature vectors for all terms in that term instance's context
appearing in the list of the 20000 most common words, and use that sum as the vector
for that term instance. We weight the sum by log tf-idf score.

Of course, this kind of approach requires a very aggressive stopwording strategy in order
to eliminate not only truly noisy words, but also words that appear so often in the corpus
as to be unhelpful. We based our stopword list on a 571-word list created by
Gerard Salton and Chris Buckley for the experimental SMART information retrieval
system at Cornell University.5 We then used our index to identify other common words
that conveyed little additional information. In some cases, these were words like "more"
or "million" that probably ought to have been included in the list initially (interestingly,
although "million" tended to be noisy and unhelpful, we found that "billion" was actually
often a very strong signal for some clusters and not others - e.g. in the "budget deficit/
saudi arabia" pseudoword problem). Others are more domain-specific. For example,
although "new" was already stopped out, "york" appears so commonly in the New York
Times corpus that it had to be added to the stopwords file, since it was ubiquitous in
texts ranging from politics to restaurant reviews to popular science pieces.

Schutze uses a 50-word window as his context for these computations, but we choose to
use paragraphs as contexts in this case, since paragraph breaks are generally inserted
by authors to indicate a change in subject or focus. It seems that paragraphs are useful
demarcations of context that should be preserved, rather than throwing away that
information in favor of a fixed-size window. We removed punctuation from the
paragraphs, rather than considering the punctuation as separate tokens. Again, because
we were using global features, any punctuation we left in would have risen to the top of
the cooccurrence counts immediately and been a noise feature.

After creating the weighted term vectors for each occurrence of the term, we cluster
them using hard-assignment k-means clustering, with cosine similarity as our distance
metric. That is, for each iteration through the clustering loop, we assign each data point
to the nearest cluster centroid as indicated by the cosine similarity:

We did ten iterations of clustering to classify our data. In most of our trials it took hard-
assignment k-means 5-8 iterations to converge, so 10 iterations was a conservative



choice to ensure convergence to good clusters most of the time without overfitting on
tough cases.

We tried two different methods of initializing cluster centroids - we started by simply
picking a random sample of points from the set of points to be clustered, and then
switched to using the same method used in Schutze 1998, which was to use HAC
(specifically group-average agglomerative clustering) to cluster a randomly sampled
subset of the points to be clustered (using a subset of size where N is the total

number of samples to be clustered), and then use the cluster centers of the subset as
the starting point for the centroids in k-means. This method is elucidated in Cutting et al
1992.6 Due to the randomness of the initialization in both cases, the clusters we find are
not deterministic. In some cases, especially for small numbers of clusters, the initial
choice of cluster centers can lead to a bad final clustering. EM only chooses a local
maximum of its objective function, so this is to be expected. In general we have not
chosen results that are atypical of our algorithm's performance to report - trying to
cluster 5 times yielded 3 to 5 good clusterings and 0 to 2 bad clusterings, so we left
some bad clusterings in the final results to provide a realistic picture of how well this
clustering method does. We chose to use HAC because it seemed to be a bit more
consistent in producing good clusterings, especially for the 10-cluster case, but either
method had this vulnerability.

As with any unsupervised learning problem, evaluating classification is a challenge. At
the end of an algorithm run, we are presented with clusters of data, of which we know
the dominant class because we are using labeled pseudoword data or because it's easily
human-discernible, but the clusters make no statement about which class the cluster is
"intended" to be. As such, our accuracy measurement is necessarily unsophisticated - we
assume that the majority class in each cluster is the "correct" class for the cluster, and
only points in that class are counted as having been accurately classified. For example, if
we clustered a two-sense word into three clusters, and ended up with cluster 1 having 2
of the first sense and 1 of the second sense, cluster 2 having 1 of the first sense and 2 of
the second sense, and cluster 3 having 2 of the first sense and 1 of the second sense,
we would consider two of the points in each cluster to be classified correctly, and one of
the points in each cluster to be classified incorrectly - so our final accuracy score would
be 0.6667. In rare cases, we had a cluster with equal numbers from each class, in which
case we used the number of points assigned to each class as the "correct" count
although the cluster did not definitively present a dominant class.

Here are some results for randomly initialized clusters. Note that in some cases really
excellent initial cluster centers are chosen, and then we get great results - whereas in
other cases, bad cluster centers yield terrible results:

Pseudoword baseline accuracy - 2
clusters

accuracy - 10
clusters

accuracy - 20
clusters

social security/
world series .5071 .9636 .9601

budget deficit/
saudi arabia .5045 .8439 .8092

special
prosecutor/
admiral
poindexter

.5471 .7977 .7718

nicaraguan
rebels/white
plains

.5203 .9559 .9578



democratic
party/jones
industrial

.5458 .9545 .9877

federal funds/
football league .5379 .5379 .9397

summit
meeting/police
department

.5854 .8516 .9150

armed forces/
olive oil .5126 .9566 .9680

environmental
protection/
catholic church

.5063 .7874 .8534

civil war/lehman
brothers .5160 .7900 .9129

nuclear/food .5914 .8063 .7779 .8243

foreign/
subsidies .9375 .5019 .9375 .9375

computer/
vegetable .8733 .8733 .9382 .8365

In Schutze's paper, he does not report results from clustering the raw global feature
vectors. He first uses singular value decomposition to create a rank-100 approximation
of the global feature matrix, and then uses the rows of that matrix as his final feature
vectors. This seems to have been done for reasons of both computational efficiency and
downweighting of redundant dimensions. We observed that there were a lot of noisy
features being discovered in our data, and concluded that dimensionality reduction would
either reduce or exacerbate the problem, depending on whether the noisy features were
actually highly correlated or not. We used the CERN Colt project's7 Java matrix library to
take the SVD of our global feature matrix and find the rank-100 approximation.

Results with raw data, using HAC to initialize the clusters:

Pseudoword baseline accuracy - 2
clusters

accuracy - 10
clusters

accuracy - 20
clusters

social security/
world series .5071 .5075 .9362

budget deficit/
saudi arabia .5045 .5964 .8066

special
prosecutor/
admiral
poindexter

.5471 .8069 .7799

nicaraguan
rebels/white
plains

.5203 .9553 .9519

democratic
party/jones
industrial

.5458 .9550 .9491

federal funds/
football league .5379 .6357 .7673



summit
meeting/police
department

.5854 .9001 .8219

armed forces/
olive oil .5126 .9578 .9817

environmental
protection/
catholic church

.5063 .8092 .8730

civil war/lehman
brothers .5160 .5090 .8890

nuclear/food .5914 .6995 .7829 .7956

foreign/
subsidies .9375 .9314 .9405 .9389

computer/
vegetable .8733 .8656 .9373 .9389

SVD results, using HAC to initialize the clusters:

Pseudoword baseline accuracy - 2
clusters

accuracy - 10
clusters

accuracy - 20
clusters

social security/
world series .5071 .9585 .9484

budget deficit/
saudi arabia .5045 .5644 .8166

special
prosecutor/
admiral
poindexter

.5471 .6908 .7522

nicaraguan
rebels/white
plains

.5203 .9345 .9420

democratic
party/jones
industrial

.5458 .9598 .9711

federal funds/
football league .5379 .5688 .9491

summit
meeting/police
department

.5854 .8467 .9156

armed forces/
olive oil .5126 .9766 .9783

environmental
protection/
catholic church

.5063 .7856 .8759

civil war/lehman
brothers .5160 .5273 .9216

nuclear/food .5914 .5014 .7968 .7838



foreign/
subsidies .9375 .6047 .9375 .9375

computer/
vegetable .8733 .8733 .9357 .9228

A few things become immediately clear from the data above. One is that, despite the
supposedly smarter HAC initialization, when only 2 clusters are used it is still quite
possible for the clustering to find a local maximum that splits one class into two clusters,
and fails to create a cluster for the second class. We see this with both the raw data and
the SVD results - in the raw data case it seems even for 10 clusters sometimes the initial
cluster choice is so poor that EM cannot overcome it (as in "federal funds/football
league"). Interestingly, both the SVD clustering and the raw data clustering had trouble
initializing "budget deficit/saudi arabia" and "federal funds/football league", as well as
"nuclear/food". This may indicate that something about these pairs in particular makes
them susceptible to this issue - probably that one or both of the terms shows up in two
easily distinguished contexts, so two clusters may be insufficient or at least easily
confused. We can see this more clearly by looking at the top ten words for one of these
bad clusterings ("budget deficit/saudi arabia", SVD trial):

Top terms for sense 0: states, united, american, president, officials, government,
federal, reagan, world, prices
Top terms for sense 1: billion, federal, states, tax, government, president, united,
american, house, budget

These clusters are slightly different, and seem to represent two distinct aspects of
concern about budget deficits - cluster 0 being about America's standing in the world as
related to its deficit, and cluster 1 being about domestic political machinations centered
around the deficit. Neither cluster is a truly good fit for most stories about Saudi Arabia,
although cluster 0 is closer than cluster 1, which was borne out in the clustering our
algorithm produced. It is unsurprising that they are similar, since our features only range
over the top 2000 words in the corpus, but we would expect to detect some presence of
the middle east or conflict if there were a cluster that encompassed "saudi arabia". If we
look at the top ten words for the ten-cluster case, we get a much better distribution of
subject clusters:

Top terms for sense 0: american, united, states, officials, president, war, iran,
government, north, arms
Top terms for sense 1: trade, american, states, interest, united, rates, billion, foreign,
dollar, prices
Top terms for sense 2: federal, tax, government, billion, president, american, states,
officials, united, interest
Top terms for sense 3: president, reagan, house, administration, american, white,
officials, states, united, congress
Top terms for sense 4: billion, federal, government, tax, states, american, president,
budget, united, house
Top terms for sense 5: states, united, american, president, officials, soviet, government,
world, war, billion
Top terms for sense 6: stock, american, company, president, prices, federal, exchange,
trade, government, united
Top terms for sense 7: prices, oil, price, american, states, united, company, world, war,
companies
Top terms for sense 8: american, work, pm, part, school, president, states, united,
money, children
Top terms for sense 9: american, west, states, united, officials, soviet, pm, world,
president, government



Here, we see that clusters 0, 5, and 7 are plainly "saudi arabia" clusters, and clusters 1,
2, 3, 4, and 6 are clearly "budget deficit" clusters. Clusters 8 and 9 turned out rather
mixed - cluster 8 apparently clustered stories about education, which could touch on
both humanitarian concerns in Saudi Arabia and budget deficits affecting education.
Cluster 9's subject is less clear from the top ten words. In any case, these ten clusters
capture more diverse and sensitive aspects of the pseudoword context and as such, are
much more robust to bad initial cluster centers. Although both the 2-cluster and
10-cluster case were run for 10 iterations of EM, the 10-cluster cases almost always
found better clusterings.

We surmised that perhaps the issue was with the choice of hard-assignment EM, which
we chose because it was slightly easier to implement and because Schutze had used it in
his paper. It seemed reasonable that some of the instability of our results was due in
part to the inherent instability of hard-assignment k-means, especially in a dense vector
space such as the global word space we use in this section. We tried soft-assignment k-
means as well, in which every point in the space influenced the cluster centroids
proportional to its distance from them. However, it seemed to have the same problem of
not being able to recover well from bad initial clusters. There were some interesting
differences - the soft-assignment k-means tended to have fewer clusters with more than
10 points assigned to them, for example, concentrating most of the points in 2 or 3 main
clusters even when given 10 or 20 as its initial cluster number - but the performance in
the worst case was still near baseline performance, and the performance in the best case
was approximately consistent with the tables above.

For the single-word pseudowords, we also opted to try 20 clusters since the number of
contexts containing the words was generally much larger. In none of the cases was 20
clusters more effective than 10 for the SVD data, and we only saw tiny improvements or
decreases in accuracy for the raw data trial.

We also used SVD-reduced word spaces to cluster actual ambiguous words into 2, 10,
and 20 clusters. As mentioned above, we only scored the first 200 words in the sample.
We divided the term occurrences into senses and then, as in the pseudoword case, chose
the most common sense in each cluster as the cluster sense. We report accuracies on
these 200-word sets in the following table:

Word Baseline

accuracy
- 2
clusters
(SVD)

accuracy
- 10
clusters
(SVD)

accuracy
- 20
clusters
(SVD)

accuracy-2
clusters
(raw)

accuracy
- 10
clusters
(raw)

accuracy
- 20
clusters
(raw)

space .61 .725 .82 .82 .78 .785 .78

capital .53 .76 .755 .78 .745 .785 .82

interest .58 .82 .825 .81 .865 .84 .855

motion .765 .725 .925 .93 .765 .96 .945

plant .565 .58 .565 .655 .595 .665 .675

We noticed some interesting sense clustering in the real ambiguous words. In some
cases it was good - "motion" divided nicely into clusters that could be identified with
sports-related motion, motion pictures, legal and legislative motions, and events being
"set in motion". In other cases the results were rather terrible - many of the stories
about biological plants dealt with industrial crop production, which meant they were
often tough for even a human classifier to distinguish from a story about a chemical or
nuclear plant given the context we preserved. This may have been ameliorated by using
larger contexts, maybe taking advantage of the "one sense per discourse" observation
by Yarowsky and using full articles instead of paragraphs. In many cases the New York



Times corpus separates out quotes from court proceedings or hearings into separate
paragraphs, which meant that those contexts were rather thin.

4. Bayesian Clustering Methods

In this section we examine generative models for word sense disambiguation. These
Bayesian methods have advantages as well as drawbacks. On the positive side, the
generative model provides a very clear probabilistic foundation, and they are usually
easier to integrate into larger probabilistic systems than discriminative models. This is an
important feature, since word sense disambiguation is usually just a means to improve
the performance of e.g. information retrieval or translation systems.

On the negative side, they provide less flexibility for integrating diverse features into the
model. For example, in our maximum entropy classifier of Section 1, we used the
immediately preceding and following words in addition to the regular bag-of-words
features. These are certainly important features for word sense disambiguation, but it is
not clear how to efficiently incorporate them into a generative model.

The generative story of our first model is fairly simple:

for each document i:
choose a document length ni (the exact distribution is irrelevant)
pick a word sense ki from [1, K] according to the class priors Pr(k)
for each token j in document i:

pick a word type wij from Pr(w|k) = θk(w) at random.

4.1 Expectation-Maximization

In this problem there are two types of unknown parameters: the word probabilities and
the class assignment variables. If the word probabilities are known, we can simply
calculate the class assignment probabilities

Conversely, if the class assignments (or rather the assignment probabilities) are known,
the word probabilities can be estimated by their maximum likelihood values, Count(w, k) /
Count(k). Hence this is a straightforward application of the EM algorithm.

On just how much context should we base our classification? To answer this question, we
experimented with different window sizes, using the "nuclear/food" pseudoword problem
as an example. For each experiment, we used the given number of words before and
after the word of interest as context.

window size 10 20 30 50 70 100

accuracy 76.17% 79.41% 78.77% 81.01% 80.10% 78.54%

A window size of 50 words seems to work best, although the accuracy is not very
sensitive to the exact value. It may well be that there is a different optimal window size
for different disambiguation problems, but in order to be able to compare our results we
will fix the window size at 50. Interestingly, the EM algorithm converges much quicker
for larger window sizes, presumably because word probabilities can be estimated more



accurately since we have a higher total word count. For window sizes of 20 and above,
the accuracy flattens out at about 10 iterations, and then even declines slightly if we
iterate further. We assume that this is due to overfitting, and hence cap the number of
iterations at 10.

It is possible that the computation can be thrown off by infrequent words that happen to
appear more frequently for one of the senses. To alleviate this, we can use add-delta
smoothing. Here are some results for the food/nuclear pseudoword problem, for different
values of delta:

delta 0 0.01 0.1 0.5 1.0

accuracy 81.01% 81.10% 81.08% 80.58% 79.82%

It turns out that smoothing has a detrimental effect on the accuracy. Very small values
of the smoothing parameter seem to increase accuracy very slightly, but these
differences are well within the noise. Therefore we will not use any smoothing in the
following.

In the pseudoword evaluation, we get the following results on the NYT-1987 corpus:

Pseudoword Frequency Baseline Accuracy

nuclear / food 7270 / 9718 57.2% 81.0%

computer / vegetable 6967 / 907 88.5% 89.0%

foreign / subsidies 15337 / 1056 93.6% 54.7%

social security / world series 1167 / 1160 50.2% 95.8%

budget deficit / saudi arabia 1072 / 1221 50.4% 82.0%

federal funds / football league 1058 / 1067 50.2% 76.2%

Our algorithm seems to perform very well if both word senses appear roughly with the
same frequency. On the other hand, if the word sense frequencies are very skewed, such
as in the "foreign / subsidies" example, the results can be abysmal. This is a serious
problem, since different senses of the same word often appear with very different
frequencies in practice. We will come back to this problem below.

As before, we face the problem of determining which class label is associated with which
word sense when computing the accuracy. Our approach in this section is to simply try
all permutations of the class labels and choose the permutation that yields the highest
accuracy.

4.2 Multivariate Pólya distribution

The EM algorithm produces point estimates for the word probabilities in each iteration,
and then calculates class assignment probabilities based on these. This is not ideal, since
for less frequent words the estimated probabilities may not be very accurate. A better
approach is to keep the word probabilities θk(w) unspecified, and integrate over all
possible values. In this way, we take the uncertainty in these parameters into account
when determining the class probabilities.

In the following, we denote by xij the number of times that the word type wj appears in
document i. We model the individual word frequencies as a multinomial distribution with
parameters θk, and draw the θk themselves from a Dirichlet distribution with priors α.
Then the probability of the entire corpus given the class assignments can be written as



where

which is a Dirichlet compound multinomial distribution, or multivariate Pólya distribution.
The α are the Dirichlet priors of the word frequency distributions, which we take to be
identical for each class. It turns out that the integrals over θk(w) can be performed
analytically:8

where

ni is the total number of words in document i, and we use i:k to denote the set of all
documents which are assigned to class k. Γ(x) is the Gamma function. The probability of
the class assignments given the documents is then

where Pr(k) is the prior distribution of the class assignments, and we dropped a
normalization factor. For now, we take the class priors to be uniform, Pr(k) = 1/K, but we
will relax this assumption below. A direct maximization of this probability distribution
seems intractable, but we can employ Monte Carlo sampling to estimate the class
assignment probabilities.

Monte Carlo Sampling

In particular, we choose the Metropolis algorithm, in which at each step a random
update to the current assignments is generated, which is then either accepted or
rejected with a certain probability. Our update scheme is as follows:

in each step:
choose a document l (with current class k0) at random
choose a new class k1 at random
accept the new class assignment if rand(0, 1) < p(l, k0, k1).

Since the transition probability is independent of the chosen class, the formula for the
acceptance probability is simply



Also, since any terms that don't involve k0 or k1, as well as the terms that don't involve
any words occurring in document i, cancel out of the ratio of probabilities, the formula
simplifies enormously (computationally, if not notationally):

Note that the counts ni and xij in the above formula reflect the current state where
document l is still assigned to class k0. Since the rate of convergence in Monte Carlo
simulations usually depends on the number of free variables, we chose to scale the
number of iterations with the number of documents that contain the words of interest. In
particular, we ran 2000 x (number of documents) warm-up iterations, followed by 2000
x (number of documents) sampling iterations.

Other than the number of word sense clusters, the Dirichlet priors are the only free
parameters in the model. It would be interesting to try setting the priors proportional to
the word frequencies in the entire corpus. This goes beyond our current scope, however,
so we simply choose a constant prior αj = α. Here are the results for the nuclear/food
pseudoword problem, for different strengths of the prior (as above, we used a window of
50 words before and after each occurrence of the word of interest):

alpha 1e-6 1e-5 1e-4 1e-3 0.01 0.1 1.0

accuracy 83.12% 85.71% 85.34% 78.64% 79.13% 79.06% 77.74%

It is good to see that there is a fairly large range of values for which the particular choice
of prior does not significantly affect the results. This means that the results are largely
determined by the data themselves. In the following we set α = 1e-5.

Unfortunately the Monte Carlo algorithm has rather poor convergence properties. While
an individual run seems to converge rather quickly, consecutive runs with the same
parameters can yield results that differ by up to 5% in accuracy. This presumably means
that the space of latent parameter values separates into multiple high-probability regions
that are connected only via paths of relatively low probability. Therefore, while in theory
ergodic, our Monte Carlo update scheme fails to properly explore the entire high-
probability parameter space. It might be possible to improve this by updating multiple
documents' class assignments at once, but it is not clear how to best accomplish this. As
a fix that is probably not well-founded theoretically, we simply run each simulation
multiple times and choose the run that results in the highest average corpus
probabilities.

Here are the results for our different pseudoword problems:

Pseudoword Baseline Accuracy

nuclear / food 57.2% 85.7%

computer / vegetable 88.5% 92.7%

foreign / subsidies 93.6% 68.3%

social security / world series 50.2% 96.1%

budget deficit / saudi arabia 50.4% 88.5%



federal funds / football league 50.2% 76.2%

We can see a definite improvement over the EM approach for all pseudoword problems.
However, the issue of poor performance in the case of uneven word sense distributions
remains. One reason for this poor performance may be that we are keeping the class
prior probabilities fixed at 1/K, instead of learning them from the data. We will attempt
to remedy this here:

Since the class priors themselves constitute a multinomial distribution, we can play the
same trick as with the word frequencies again: we model the class priors as a Dirichlet
distribution of order K, and then integrate over the class priors. The result is an
additional term

in the probability ratio above. Here the βk are Dirichlet priors. Surprisingly, this term
does not seem to make any difference in the results that is discernible above the
statistical noise. Comparing this term to the original equation for the probability ratio, we
can see that the effect of this term is very similar to introducing a unique, artificial "class
word" for each class. Hence we assume that the effect of this term simply gets drowned
out by the effect of the word probabilities.

Multiple word senses

Finally, we would like to see how well we can distinguish between more than two senses
of a given word. It is important to realize that the number of senses we attribute to a
word from a linguistic point of view is anything but well defined. In many cases, it is
possible to argue for a finer distinction, and conversely in many cases we can argue that
two presumably different senses are really the same sense in a different context. Hence
we have to draw the line rather arbitrarily at some point. It is of importance, however,
that our algorithm can infer the most distinctive senses of a word if we provide the
number of senses as a parameter.

To discover which senses our algorithm has identified, we could simply look at the
training examples that were classified into each sense, and infer the general meaning of
the sense from those. A more efficient method is to identify the words that are most
descriptive of each sense. For a word to be descriptive for of k, we want it to have two
properties:

1. The word probability Pr(w|k) for the class in question should be much higher than
that for other senses. In other words, we want Pr(k|w) = Pr(w|k) / Σk' Pr(w|k') to be
large.

2. We want to avoid words that occur very infrequently, since they may be
associated with a given class by simple chance. Hence we also want Pr(w|k) to be
large.

We therefore chose to score each words by a combination of those requirements,

and use the top terms according to this score to label each word sense. In
practice, η=0.3 seems to work quite well.



"plant" with K=2:
Sense 1: [plant, nuclear, company, power, commission, officials, shoreham, workers]
Sense 2: [plant, garden, flowers, soil, leaves, ago, year, plants]

There is no surprise here. We distinguish between the two most clearly defined
meanings: a biological plant versus and industrial plan.

"plant" with K=3:
Sense 1: [garden, flowers, soil, leaves, grow, species, cells, tree]
Sense 2: [workers, assembly, production, plant, cars, chrysler, company, g.m.]
Sense 3: [nuclear, power, shoreham, commission, seabrook, plant, lilco, utility]

If we insist on three senses, our algorithm learns to distinguish between production
plants and power plants. This is not a distinction we would be likely to make from a
linguistic point of view. However, any other major sense of the word plant (such as
someone or something planted secretly) is likely to occur too infrequently to have a
significant influence on the corpus probability. Hence splitting one of the predominant
senses seems reasonable. Note also that this split would probably make sense from an
information retrieval point of view. If we can infer that a document is about power
plants, but the user is interested in production plants, we should exclude the document
from the results.

"capital" with K=2:
Sense 1: [million, percent, markets, capital, billion, gains, merrill, lynch]
Sense 2: [capital, punishment, miles, death, washington, city, soviet, people]

The first cluster refers to "financial capital", which is probably the most common sense of
the word in the NYT corpus. The second cluster, however, mixes together the other two
common meanings, "capital punishment" and "capital city". Hence we need to increase
the number of clusters to arrive at a meaningful disambiguation:

"capital" with K=3:
Sense 1: [million, lynch, merrill, due, notes, subordinated, inc, offering]
Sense 2: [tax, gains, capital, spending, rates, banks, dollar, market]
Sense 3: [miles, soviet, police, town, capital, streets, washington, city]

We now get two clusters about "financial capital", while the "capital punishment" sense is
presumably buried within the "capital city" cluster.

"capital" with K=4:
Sense 1: [due, lynch, merrill, corp, subordinated, notes, million, offering]
Sense 2: [mr., capital, plan, program, said, transit, projects, construction]
Sense 3: [gains, tax, rates, dollar, banks, losses, income, market]
Sense 4: [death, miles, punishment, police, streets, killed, beirut, soldiers]

Even with four word senses, the algorithm insists of splitting "financial capital" into three
sub-concepts, and retains a single concept that conflates "capital punishment" and
"capital city". We suspect that many of the NYT-1987 articles mentioned foreign capitals
in the context of war and death. It is then easy to see why our algorithm would group
these contexts with "capital punishment". We would expect the outcome to be different if
we trained on a different corpus.



4.3 Dirichlet Process Model

The above algorithm based on the multivariate Pólya distribution still requires us to
specify the number of senses of a given word in advance. It would be desirable to have
an approach that can infer the desired number of clusters from the training data,
depending on the diversity of contexts in which the word occurs. One approach that we
will pursue in this section is to change our generative model into a process model. We
effectively generate a probability distribution with an infinite number of parameters
(corresponding to a theoretically unbounded number of senses), although in practice
only a finite number of parameters will be used.

Note that nonparametric models usually adapt the number of used parameters to the
amount of training data. Hence, if we keep the model parameters fixed, the model will
learn to distinguish between more fine-grained word senses as more data becomes
available. It is not clear whether this is the desirable behavior in all applications; if not,
one could attempt to scale the model parameters with the training data in order to keep
the number of senses roughly fixed. Note, however, that common words generally tend
to have a larger variety of senses than rare words. Since we generally also have more
training examples for common words, this behavior might actually be desirable if we
keep the total corpus size fixed.

We will use a Dirichlet process mixture model.9 A good intuitive explanation of the
underlying idea is provided by the so-called Chinese Restaurant Process: imagine a
restaurant with an infinite number of tables, each of which can seat an infinite number of
guests. Each new guest (or training example, in our case) may either join an existing
group of guests at a table (be grouped with an existing sense of the word) or sit down at
a new table (be attributed to a previously unseen sense of the word). The model will pick
the number of senses for a given word such as to maximize the likelihood of the training
data according to the generative model.

The generative story is now:

for each document i:
choose a document length ni (the exact distribution is irrelevant)
pick a word sense ki:

either from one of the existing senses [1, K],
or form a new sense K+1.

for each token j in document i:
pick a word type wij from Pr(w|k) = θk(w) at random.

The class priors Pr(k) in the generalized Chinese Restaurant Process are given by

where K is the current number of word senses, nk is the number of documents currently
assigned to class k, and n is the sum of nk over all classes. ν and θ are parameters of the
generalized Chinese Restaurant Process, called discount and concentration, respectively.
The discount parameter ν is not very useful for our purposes: a positive value of ν will
boost the probability of establishing a new sense proportional to the number of existing
senses, which goes against our goal of preventing the number of word senses from
getting too large. A negative value of ν, on the other hand, requires θ to be an integer
multiple of ν in order to prevent Pr(K+1) from becoming negative. However, this would
place a hard limit on the number of senses, which is again not what we want. Hence we
set ν to zero. The concentration parameter θ, however, is crucial in determining the
number of word senses to which the algorithm will converge, with a larger value of θ



resulting in more senses. With ν=0, the prior probability of the class assignments ki is
then given by

It is straightforward to incorporate the Dirichlet process into our existing Monte Carlo
algorithm. We simply have to add another term to the probability ratio for assigning a
document from its current class k0 to a new class k1:

where ΔK is the difference in the number of word senses before and after the
reassignment: ΔK=+1 if we formed a new class, ΔK=-1 if the number of documents in
class is now zero, and ΔK=0 otherwise.

As mentioned above, the parameter θ plays an important role in determining the number
of word senses. Here we show a graph of this dependence for the words plant
and space. We show both the total number of senses, and the number of senses that
contain a significant (larger than 50) number of documents.

One problem we encountered often is that the Dirichlet process model tends to generate
a lot of spurious classes that contain only a small number of documents. We suspect that
this is due to rare words that lead to low probabilities when trying to add the document
to an existing class. We find that increasing the Dirichlet prior for the word probabilities
Pr(w|k,α) partially improves this situation (this has an effect similar to smoothing), but
increasing it by too much will prevent the algorithm from distinguishing even between
the main senses of the word. Another option is to change the class priors to

in order to encourage large word sense clusters. However, we find that this does not
completely get rid of the problem of spurious clusters either. Clearly more
experimentation with different values of the Dirichlet process parameters, and with
different forms of the class priors, is needed in order to arrive at a satisfying solution. As
a stopgap measure, we simply chose to ignore all word sense clusters that contain less
than 50 documents; admittedly a rather arbitrary threshold.



Finally we would like to verify that the Dirichlet process selects an appropriate number of
word senses based on the diversity of the contexts in which a word is encountered. For
the following results we used α = 0.1 and θ = 1e-48.

Word WordNet
senses

Frequency
in corpus

Number of
senses
discovered

Senses discovered

space 10 10874 2 volume, outer space

plant 10 6075 6 power, manufacturing, nature,
flowers, (?), biological research

capital 11 8080 4 stock market, punishment, city,
financial

art 4 14069 4 art work, museum, music and dance,
dining

light 47 7964 6 astronomy, buildings and windows,
music and dance, food, boxing, cars

nuclear 4 7270 4 weapons, power, science, (?)

amazon 4 137 2 rainforest, travel

gymnasium 2 199 1 school

Here (?) marks senses that are conflated or hard to identify. There is clearly some
correlation between the number of senses discovered by our algorithm and the diversity
of a word's uses. It is also encouraging to see that the algorithm decides to attribute
only two senses to the word "space", even though it is one of the more frequent words in
the corpus. For comparison we also show the number of senses identified in WordNet,
although we cannot expect a strong correlation between WordNet and our results, since
the WordNet senses are often extremely fine-grained (as an example, WordNet lists a
total of 47 senses for the word "light".)

5. Conclusion and Further Directions

We conclude with a comparison of the accuracy of the different disambiguation methods,
when applied to six of the pseudoword problems:

Pseudowords Baseline
MaxEnt
with
seeds

KMeans
(2
clust.)

KMeans
(10
clust.)

SVD +
KMeans
(2
clust.)

SVD +
KMeans
(10
clust.)

EM Pólya

nuclear / food 57.2% 88.6% 70.0% 78.3% 50.1% 79.7% 81.0% 85.7%

computer /
vegetable 88.5% 61.1% 86.6% 93.7% 87.3% 93.6% 89.0% 92.7%

foreign /
subsidies 93.6% 55.1% 93.1% 94.1% 60.5% 93.8% 54.7% 68.3%

social security /
world series 50.2% 98.7% 50.8% 93.6% 95.9% 94.8% 95.8% 96.1%

budget deficit /
saudi arabia 50.3% 48.1% 59.6% 80.7% 56.4% 81.6% 82.0% 88.5%



federal funds /
football league 50.2% 99.4% 63.6% 76.7% 56.9% 94.9% 76.2% 76.2%

AVERAGE 66.6% 72.5% 70.7% 87.8% 71.4% 91.7% 79.6% 84.4%

Our unsupervised techniques hold up very well against the "nearly unsupervised"
approach pioneered by Yarowsky that depends on seed collocations. This is quite
encouraging, since discriminative models generally tend to have an edge in this type of
problems, since they allow for a wider variety of features and can handle correlations
between features better. On the other hand, we put much more effort into optimizing the
completely unsupervised approaches, and it may well be that we could bring the
performance of the maxent classifier up to par with more experimentation. The K-Means
approach seems to work well only if we choose a large number of clusters (and
fortuitous initial cluster centers) which then leaves us with the problem of associating
each of the 10 clusters with one of the two word senses (in the above examples). The
Bayesian approach holds a lot of promise, in our opinion, due to its great flexibility, and
the ability to take uncertainty in the parameters into account.

A general issue with any clustering approach to word sense disambiguation is that it
blurs the line to topic modeling. In many cases, the algorithm distinguishes not so much
between linguistic word senses as between topicality groups of the surrounding context.
This is best illustrated in the example of the word plant, where the algorithm learns to
distinguish between power plant and manufacturing plant, which arguably refer to the
same linguistic sense of plant. However, this "feature" may well work in our favor in
applications such as information retrieval or translation - in a sense, we can view the
WSD model as a word-specific topic model, which could conceivably outperform a
general topic model in these applications.

We feel that we were only able to scratch the surface of several approaches to word
sense disambiguation. Here are some ideas of how we could extend our work:

• Better evaluation on hand-labeled data: We could really use a large corpus with
a diverse set of hand-annotated ambiguous words. Some thought has to be put
into the number of senses this corpus should attribute to each word. As
mentioned above, the WordNet senses, and those identified in most dictionaries,
are probably far too specific for most applications.

• In-vivo evaluation: Word sense disambiguation is only a means for improving the
performance of other NLP tasks, such as information retrieval or document
translation. Therefore, it would be desirable to integrate our WSD algorithms into
an existing IR or MT system and measure the improvements in accuracy in these
systems.

• Much more training data: We only used one year of the New York Times corpus.
We could probably improve accuracy significantly just by training on a few more
years.

• Separate test set: Schutze points out that word sense disambiguation systems
are often used on data that is temporally distinct from the data on which they
were trained. It is easy to think of examples of words whose dominant senses
change over time, as political fortunes rise and fall and different issues catch the
public's interest. It would be useful to know how well our clusterings generalize
to data distinct from that on which they were trained.

Specifically for the parametric clustering approach, we could try the following:

• A primary issue of the parametric clustering approach was that we already had
to have a fairly good idea of what the senses were in order to understand what
sense dominated each cluster. This would not work well in a system that was
supposed to automatically choose word senses. Perhaps a second-order
clustering would be appropriate to coalesce similar clusters, or perhaps we could



bootstrap the clusters with the output of the Dirichlet process model, thus
automatically picking a good number of clusters and a good initialization.

• More sophisticated methods of choosing starting points: there is a good deal of
literature available on finding initial clusterings for EM. The methods we used
were effective some of the time, but not reliable enough to depend upon.

• Experimentation with context size: in some cases, contexts of paragraph length
were suitable. In others, a fixed-size context window or perhaps even a full-
article context may have been worth trying.

Specifically for the Bayesian approaches, we could try the following:

• Learn the Dirichlet priors for the word probabilities: Currently we are just using
constant priors αj = α for the individual word probabilities, which seems like a
fairly naive modeling decision. We could improve this by setting the prior of each
word proportional to its corpus frequency, which again leaves us with a single
parameter to adjust, namely the overall strength of the prior. To go a step
further, we can also try learning the individual priors from the data, which can be
accomplished by running EM on the Pólya distribution model of Section 4.2. The
EM implementation is not as straightforward here as in Section 4.1., since there
is no closed-form expression for maximizing the log-likelihood as a function of
the priors. However, efficient schemes exist for computing the optimal values
iteratively.10

• Our Monte Carlo sampling scheme has poor ergodic properties, as mentioned
above. There maybe be sampling schemes that are better suited for the problem
at hand.

• Compare Bayesian nonparametrics to traditional model selection techniques: It is
not clear whether nonparametric models are in any way superior to traditional
techniques such as AIC, BIC, or knee-finding for the task of determining the
proper number of word senses. It would be very interesting to conduct a study
comparing these techniques. However, this would require us to somehow decide
on the "correct" number of senses for each word, which is an inherently
ambiguous problem.
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